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The MP belonging to a different political party in Tamil Nadu on Wednesday criticized the appointment of controversial oncologist and president of Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad (ABVP) Shanmugam Subbiah as a member of the Proposed All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) in Madurai.Dr Subbiah, Professor and Head, Department of Surgical Oncology, Kilpauk Government Medical College,
Chennai, was in the news a few months ago when he was accused of urining outside the apartment of a elderly woman following a row over her parking lot. The complainant had distributed CCTV footage of the incident. However, Dr Subbiah has denied the accusations. The complaint was eventually lifted following a compromise. In one notification, dated October 15, Sunil Sharma, the co-secretary,
Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha Yojana in the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, has mentioned him as one of the members of AIIMS, Madurai.Madurai MP Su. Venkatesan (CPI-M), Virudhunagar MP B. Manickam Tagore (Congress) and Villupuram MP Ravikumar (VCK leader), were among those who fire the appointment. Recalling the woman's complaint, Mr Tagore claimed that Dr.Subbiah,
was given the post only because of his relationship with Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh. He wondered whether it was Manusmrithi's rule. The Union's Health Minister, Harshvardan, needed to immediately revoke Dr. Shamugam Subbiah's appointment because he had insulted the women involved, Mr. Tagore said. Making the same allegation, Mr. Venkatesan, questioned whether the new post was given to
Dr. Subbiah for low acts. He says he will continue to work without any breaks to realise the 25-year dream of setting up AIIMS in Madurai, in his social media postings. Among other members are Dr. Sudha Seshayan, Vice-Chancellor, Tamil Nadu Dr.M.G.R. Medical University, Director General of Health Services, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare Union, Director of Institute, Supplementary Secretary
and Financial Advisor, Family Welfare Advert Ministry of Health, Scretary, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare and Secretary General tamil Nadu. Excavated readers, We have ensured that you keep abreast of developments in India and the world that has bearing on our health and well-being, our lives and livelihoods, in these difficult times. To enable the spread of extensive publicly interested news, we
have increased the number of articles that can be read for free, and extended the free trial period. However, we have a request for those who are able to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and incorrect information, and continue to be rampant with the occurrence, we need to do greater resources to news collection operations. We promise to deliver quality that stays away from the importance
of lies in and of political propaganda. Supports The Quality Customers of Excavated Journalism, Thank you! Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It's support for truth and justice in journalism. It has helped us continue to stroll with events and incidents. Hinduism has always stood for journalism in the public interest. At this difficult time, it becomes even more important that we have access to
information that has a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives, and livelihoods. As a customer, you are not only the beneficiaries of our work but also its enablers. We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copying editors, fact-checkers, designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from interests and vested political propaganda. Suresh Nambath AZ
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Parishad (ABVP - student wing RSS). These books detail Roy's visit to Maoist hide-and-honor. The University of Manonmaniam Sundaranar in Tirunelveli has replaced Roy's book on Syllabus with M. Krishnan's My Native Land: Essays on Nature, The Hindu reported. [Roy's] book was put in a sluquee in 2017. It was only a week ago that it was taken to our notice that Ms. Roy had embarked on Maoists. So
we formed a committee to discuss this issue and the panel recommended its withdrawal, vice-chancellor K. Pitchumani Pitchumani newspaper. In addition to ABVP, others complain too, and the issue considers various dimensions. So we decided to withdraw the book. It is desirable Krishnan originated from Tirunelveli. Also sounding: Arundhati Roy on Imagining Tomorrow and Benign Face of Violence
ABVP Dakshin Tamil Nadu co-secretary C. Vignesh has said that Roy's book openly supports anti-national Maoists. Teachers also teach anti-national subjects. Students are subjected to mental suffering because this book promotes hatred towards our country, he said, according to The Hindu. RSS mouth organizers have also written against the book. Roy's work is often criticised by right-wing, including its
use at the university. Recently, in July this year, the Kerala unit of the Bharatiya Janata Party injected to have Roy's speech made in 2002 removed from the English undergraduate English syllabus of the University of Calicut. Later, too, the BJP claimed that the authors were anti-national. The university has not yet decided to remove the article. Roy has been an outspoken critic of the BJP's rule in India and
the party's Hindutva agenda. The university's decision was met with widespread condemnation in Tamil Nadu. Madurai CPI (M) Member of Parliament S. Venkatesan was among the first to respond and demanded that the decision be withdrawn immediately. A decision to include or drop a book should be made by three committees – a committee of Syllabus, a standing committee and a Senate. But the
vice-chancellor, in this case, has bypassed all the norms. Venkatesan added that this is not the first time the University of Manonmaniam Sundaranar has done this. In 2012, the University decided to exclude stories from the Nonbu collection by D. Selvaraj after several parties raised objections to Andal's portrayal in it. Universities have replaced the story. The state government's Higher Education
Department needs to urgently intervene and set this right, Venkatesan told The Wire. Reacting to the decision, DMK MP Kanimozhi tweeted that 'societal diversity will be dissolved if administrative and political power decides what art, what is literature and what students need to read.' The Tamil Nadu Writers and Artists Association announced the meeting on November 12 to condemn the incident. In a
statement, Roy said, prohibitions and cleanups did not prevent the writing from being read. He said the narrow, shallow, unsafe attitude towards literature displayed by the current regime is not just detrimental to its critics. It is detrimental to millions of supporters themselves. He said the ban would surprise the collective intellectual capacity society. The full statement was reissued below: When I heard the
decision of the University of Manomaniam Sundaranar to remove my book Walking With Friends from Following the threat and pressure from ABVP-pretty elastic I was more than happy than sad because I didn't know that it was in the curriculum in the first place. I'm glad it was taught to be taught a few years. I'm not in the least surprised or surprised that it has been removed from the syllabus now. It's my
job as a writer to write it. It is not my duty to fight for his place in the university curriculum. That is for others to do or don't do. Either way it has been widely read and as we know the prohibitions and cleanups do not prevent the author from being read. This narrow, shallow, insecure attitude towards the literature displayed by our current regime is not just detrimental to its critics. It is detrimental to millions of
supporters themselves. It will limit and surprise our collective intellectual capacity as a society and country that strives to replace the respect and dignity of the world. Note: This article has been updated to include Arundhati Roy's statement. Statements.
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